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Rose-Hulman Homecoming 1998

A Homecoming schedule con-,, isting of 38 events began Thurs•! ...ay evening, September 24, at
uH-ollose-Hulman Institute of TechJology with the 50-year reunion
the class of 1948.
mmli Alumni from coast-to-coast and
E ito yen Hawaii are returning to
boo ttend class reunions, academic
ad no • pen houses, a golf tournament,
flgchc ,00tball game and other events.
(Liari'l Friday's Homecoming schedule
s .n.ag , gan at 9 a.m. when more than
.ulf> 0 00 alumni participate in a golf
macuiiournament at Hulman 'Links and
uoD ;;ix Country Club of Terre Haute.
0 ad e 50 Plus Club Dinner, for
inrni. umni from the graduating
?.ozzi lasses of 1914 and 1948, begins
A It A n. m in thc. 1-Tillman In
I'

tion at 8:30 p.m. at Cook Stadium.
The traditional Homecoming bonfire will be lit at 9:15 p.m.
Four Rose graduates will
receive the Honor Alumnus
Award during the Homecoming
brunch at 9 a.m. Saturday in the
Hulman Union. Award recipients
are Richard Conard and Tom
Curry of Indianapolis as well as
Richard Neal of Noblesville and
David Whiteley of St. Louis, MO.
Other Saturday events include
open
department
academic
houses and campus tours from 11
a.m. until 1 p.m., displays
of the Solar Phantom,solarpowered racer, and other
student projects in front of
nm-te and 1? Arm n tinn

Saturday evening
reunion dinners for
the classes of 1963,
1968, 1973, 1978,
1983, 1988, and
1993 are scheduled at different
locations in Terre
Haute. A Homecoming dinner and
dance will be held
for alumni in the
Union
Hulman
beginning at 5:30
p.m.

See the
Arlb A

:

cs as part of the show.
mow
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Homemade bomb kills Rose visitor
Second device found and destroyed
Rose-Hulman student in police custody
the student
been
has
withheld
his
until
immediate
family can
be reached.
Allegedly,
the three visstuiting
dents were
friends of the
Rose-Hulman student
on their way
to
back
A bomb fatally injured a visitor on a dock of a small pond near school that
not
the Sigma Nu house and the Bonfire site Sunday afternoon when has
it prematurely detonated.
started
classes yet.
The accitook
dent
by Craig Pohlman
place around 2:20 p.m. on Rose-HulNews Reporter
man property. The location was a
One Rose-Hulman student and sev- dock of a small pond east of the Sigma
eral students from California built Nu house and just south of the Bonfire
The explosion
what turned out to be a deadly device construction site.
Sunday on the eastern edge of cam- destroyed a chair on the dock and sent
shrapnel through a second chair and
pus.
According to officials, a 19-year-old into the pond. The dock itself susstudent from a California college was tained some damage as a result of the
playing with a homemade chemical blast.
heard a big boom and the buildexplosive when it detonated prematurely. The student sustained major ing shook," claimed Mary Lou Smith,
injuries and was rushed to Union Hos- an employee of the Bigfoot gas station
pital where he later died. The name of south of the incident. "Fifteen min-

Monday, Sept. 21, 1998

Editor's
Note
The main purpose of the Rose
Thorn is to inform the RoseWhile
Hulman comminity.
most of the time, one weekly
issue is satisfactory, occasionally events will happen that
require more immediate attention.
One of these events occured
last night. The rumors spread
across the campus, but no one
truly knew what happened. It
was evident to us that this
needed to be dealt with in a
more timely manner.
It is our hope that this page
will help to quell any rumors
and inform you, our readers, on
the truth.

retained 79% of their class for
their senior year.
A school's retention rate is an
element which is used to evaluate
a school. Dr. Hulbert pointed out
at the President's Administrative
Council session that, "Our retention success rivals the percentages at Ivy League colleges." He
also feels that the quality of students at Rose-Hulman has never
been better.
• However, Dr. Hulbert commented that -there is still a lack of
ethnic diversity on campus. Last
year, 6.6% of Rose graduates were
minorities while the national average was 24%. In order for Rose to
become "the best college in the
World for engineering and sci=,
ence," Hulbert noted that . an
increase in multicultural diversity
is a necessity.

's Edition
2
314

Peter Anderson
Editor-in-Chief
u es later, a young man comes in and
uses the ATM machine to make a
withdrawal. I asked him if he knew
what happened and he said that 'it was
a bomb.' He looked pale and nervous."
Apparently, that was not the last she
saw him. Approximately after 4:30
p.m. she saw a Terre Haute police
officer bringing the individual back to
the gas station to use the restroom. It
is unknown if this person was the
allegedly
student
Rose-Hulman
involved.
continued on Page 2
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Where's Dilbert?

Top Ten Rose Action Figures We'd Like to See
10. Red -shined fast track freshman w/disproportionally large laptop case.
9. Manager Dan of WCC w/Quick draw mouse bullwhipping action
8. Nancy Bauer, Lady of Power w/Keyboard of Justice
7. Manx w/no actions or accessories. Period. At all. In fact, you can't even pose him.
6."Fire Marshall" Tom Miller w/Miller Kids
5. Charles Howard w/Malfunctioning admissions calculator
4. RA Chris Krapfl w/Make-Your-Own Bonfire Kit
3. Gary Flora w/Boot launcher and security checkpoint roadblock
2. Sammy w/Plaid jacket of Power and says "This is the best freshman class in the history of Rose-Hulman."
I. Matt Sinclair w/SRC Fortress of Doom
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September 18, 1998

CC: all.students@rose-hulman.edu

Hold more beanie babies
with

RHIT BIG BUTT Jeans
Available in the bookstore now!
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As our readers,
your comments
and criticisms
are important
to us. Let us
know how we
are doing and
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Homemade bomb hits home
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Rose-Hulman sophomore computer engineer Kevin Bourne was in
the Sigma Nu house when he heard
the explosion. Shortly after the blast,
Bourne heard some people run into
the house saying that "some guy got
his face blown off."
In the meantime, approximately 80
residents of Skinner residence hall
and 50 from the nearby Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity were evacuated with
suspicion that a second, larger device
was located in the room of the RoseHulman student. Students became
concerned after they realized why
they were evacuated.
Chary Wilson, a sophomore chemical engineer and Skinner Hall resiwasn't here when
dent, said that,
the bomb went off. About 30 minutes after I got back from dinner, a
resident assistant told us to grab our
stuff and leave. I didn't think anything major happened. It's kinda
scary; I didn't expect anything like
this to happen."

Kevin Mayes, during a press conference, stated that the students allegedly
involved said they purchased a variety
of chemicals from Terre Haute businesses and no school materials were
used. The students were apparently
planning to light a fuse, toss the bomb
into the water and see what would
happen.
Photo courtesy WTWO

A second device was found in the
room of the Rose-Hulman student.
Officials removed the device and detonated it safely near the Bonfire site
after 7 p.m.
Photo courtesy WTWO

According to Kevin Mayes, Captain of the Terre Haute Police Department, the Terre Haute Fire
Department, state arson investigators,
Rose-Hulman officials, and the federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms were present at the scene.
Soon after that, a second device
was found in the Skinner apartment
and later safely detonated by officials
near the Bonfire. The explosion was
heard by students as far away as
Scharpenberg Hall.
The students of Skinner Hall and
Lambda Chi Alpha were allowed to
return after the explosives were
removed from the Skinner apartment.
Mayes indicated that Rose-Hulman
should not be more concerned of the
threat of bombs as it appears that this
was just an accident. -We have some
evidence from inside the dorm, but
no correspondence or plans that they
were going to do anything with the
bomb other than they were just going
to make it, go out into the woods and
detonate it." Mayes announced.
Mayes continued on to say that
Matthew Roesle, a Rose-Hulman student was arrested and sent to Vigo

County jail with charges of the manufacturing and possession of an explosive, which is a class C felony.
The general feeling from students
is that while they are shocked and
surprised by the incident, they still
feel that Rose-Hulman is a safe community.
Meghan Shilling, a junior mechanical engineer and Skinner resident,
said that the students probably
wanted -to see if they could do it...
they probably wouldn't make something to hurt someone."
Wilson agreed with Shilling and
said that, "I feel very safe on this
campus. It's a shock to have something like this happen.-

Matthew Roesle is a sophomore
mechanical engineer from Charlotte,
North Carolina accused of manufacturing and possessing an explosive
device on Sunday afternoon.
Photo courtesy WTWO

May our thoughts and
prayers go out to thefamily
andfriends ofthe victim of
this horrible accident.
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Rose-Hulman Homecoming 1998

A Homecoming schedule consting of 38 events began Thursiy evening, September 24, at
ose-Hulman Institute of Techtlogy with the 50-year reunion
:the class of 1948.
Alumni from coast-to-coast and
f;:.tiven Hawaii are returning to
brio ittend class reunions, academic
I - pen houses, a golf tournament,
totball game and other events.
Friday's Homecoming schedule
gan at 9 a.m. when more than
n 00 alumni participate in a golf
'lurnament at Hulman 'Links and
le Country Club of Terre Haute.
he 50 Plus Club Dinner, for
iumni from the graduating
asses of 1914 and 1948, begins
t 6 p.m. in the Hulman Union.
;eunion dinners for the classes of
953 and 1958 will be held on Friay evening.
The dinners will be followed by
)e pep rally and queen competi-

tion at 8:30 p.m. at Cook Stadium.
The traditional Homecoming bontire will be lit at 9:15 p.m.
Four Rose graduates will
receive the Honor Alumnus
Award during the Homecoming
brunch at 9 a.m. Saturday in the
Hulman Union. Award recipients
are Richard Conard and Tom
Cun-y of Indianapolis as well as
Richard Neal of Noblesville and
David Whiteley of St. Louis, MO.
Other Saturday events include
open
department
academic
houses and campus tours from 11
a.m. until 1 p.m., displays
of the Solar Phantom, solarpowered racer, and other
student projects in front of
the Sports and Recreation
Center from 11 a.m. until 2
p.m., and a football game
against Kalamazoo College beginning at 2 p.m. on
Phil Brown Field.

Saturday evening
reunion dinners for
the classes of 1963,
1968, 1973, 1978,
1983, 1988, and
1993 are scheduled at different
locations in Terre
Haute. A Homecoming dinner and
dance will be held
for alumni in the
Union
Hulman
beginning at 5:30
p.m.

See the
Homecoming
Bonfire!
9:15 p.m.

Bonfires in recent years have included fireworks as part of the show.
File mot°

Students react to recent accident Record retention rates
by Mike Reavey
Thorn News Reporter
Student reaction to the tragic
lcident last Sunday varies slightly,
ut for themost part the student
ody has reached a consensus on
low they feel.
Students overwhelmingly felt
iat the situation was handled well
y the school. The reason given
as that the school did not try to
;nore.what happened, but did not
lake a big deal of the incident
ither. Dr. Hulbert addressed the
chool the next day with an e-mail

expressing grief, but more importantly reminding students that what
the two students involved did was
something they clearly should not
have been doing.
The reactions of many Rose students vary. All feel saddened by
what happened. Many people
were not shocked that it happened,
but most students were surprised
when they learned that it had happened. Some indifference exists,
largely because the accident has
not affected most people on campus. Students were more shocked
by the sudden explosion of the sec-

ond bomb.
Fortunately, most people do still
feel safe on campus. Students generally 'think this was an isolated
incident. Micah Hazelip, freshman
mechanical engineering major,
responded,"No one at Rose is out
to hurt anyone else." Still, there are
others who feel accidents like this
will happen again.
In general, Rose students say
that their hearts go out to the
friends and family of those
involved, but it is time to move on.

Roesle faces two
criminal charges
by Craig Pohlman
Thorn News Reporter
On Thursday morning, Rose-lulman sophomore mechanical
!ngineer Matthew Roesle was
'ormally charged in connection
with the accidental explosion
which took place on this past
itinday. The blast fatally
njured David (Alex) Roseielde, a .19-year-old sophonore at Caltech university in
A chemical device was built
)y the two students which was
o be thrown into a small pond
tdjacent to the Bonfire site and
he Sigma Nulraternity house.
The
device
prematurely
.s,xploded
in
Rosefielde's
hands soon after he lit the fuse.
Two wiinesses to the explo—
sion informed the police that
the chemicals used to'make the
bomb were in Roesle's room in
Skinner Hall.
The Terre Haute Police
Department report stated that
after evacuating the 'residence
hall, a second device was

found in Roesle's room.
The device was estimated to be "eight times
more powerful than the
one that exploded." The
stable bomb was safely
moved to and destroyed
near the Bonfire site.
According to the Vigo
County
prosecutors'
office, Roesle faces one
count of manufacturing
an explosive device (a
class C felony), and
criminal recklessness (a
class B misdemeanor).
If he is found guilty, he
can be sentenced up to
two and a half years in
jail and receive a fine up
to $10,000.
The trial date has been
set for February 23, 1999
with a pretrial on February 1.
Roesle was recently
released on a 10% option
of his $2,5,000 bail.
Roesle
has
been
unavailable for comment.

by Mike Reavey
Thorn News Reporter
Rose-Hulman has one of the
highest levels of enrollment ever.
There are over 400 freshmen this
year, well above the 350 students
expected by the admissions office.
The unexpected rise in population
has lead to three-student housing
in some two-student rooms as well
as some forced off-campus housing.
Also leading to the overcrowding is the fact that Rose-Hulman
can • boast high levels of student
retention. The current graduation
rate is 73%. Retention of the sophomore class reached an all-time
high last year of 84%. An overwhelming 96% of last year's
freshmen returned for their sophomore year. Last year's junior class

retained 79% of their class for
their senior year.
A school's retention rate is an
element which is used to evaluate
a. school. Dr. Hulbert pointed out
at the President's Administrative
Council session that, "Our retention success rivals the percent-ages at Ivy League colleges." He
also feels that the quality of students at Rose-Hulman has never
been better.
However, Dr. Hulbert commented that there is still a lack of ,
ethnic diversity on campus. Last
year, 6.6% of Rose graduates were
minorities while the national average was 24%. In order for Rose to
become the best- college in the
World for . engineering and sci.
crux," Hulbert noted that . an
increase in multicultural diversity
is a necessity.

Inside this Edition
Campus Events
Homecoming
Sports
Activities

David(Alex)Roseftelde
1979-1998
Rosefielde was a sophomore biology
major at Caltech University in Pasadena,California. He attended the
North Carolina School ofScience and
Math, where he was considered "the
smartest student in 28 years." He has
-traveled extensively,conducting
experiments on biology and attending
conferences in other countries with his
father. Rosefielde was also an athlete
who excelled in track and cross country.
Rosefielde's funeral took place
Thursday in Durham,North Carolina. Memorials may be sent to the
Beth-El Synagogue,1004 Watts St.,
Durham,NC 27701.
l'Iwto courtesy ,51Citliforni,t Institute of Technology
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This Weekend(continued)

This Weekend

Friday, September 25
• Homecoming:
• Alumni Golf Tournament. Hillman Links/Country
Club,9 a.m.
• Homecoming Tour. Blume! Building/Moggcr's
Brewery, 9:45 a.m.
• Heritage Roll Of Honor Luncheon, Kahn Rooms.
Hillman Union, Noon
• Estate Planning Seminar. Music Room. Hulman
Union. 4:30 p.m.
• Fifty Plus Dinner, Hulman Union. 6:15 p.m.
• Pep Rally & Queen's Coronation. Cook Stadium.
x:30 p.m.
• Bonfire & Fireworks. East Of Moench Hall Parking
Lot. 9:15 p.m.
• Baseball. vs. Manchester College, Art Nehf Field, 11
a.m.
• Women's Soccer. vs. Indiana State Univ., Jim Rendel
Field. 4 p.m.
• Reeder Observatory Open For Stargazing, West Of
Speed Hall. 9:45 p.m.

Saturday, September 26
• Homecoming:
• Alumni Rifle Match. Rifle Range, Cook Stadium. 8
a.m.- I p.m.
• Awards Brunch. Vonderschmitt Dining Room,
Hulman Union.9 a.m.
• Alumni Soccer Match. vs. R-H Junior Varsity, Jim
Rendel Field, 10 a.m.
• Alumni Association Meeting. Kahn Rooms.
Hillman Union. 10:30 a.m.
• Departmental Open Houses, Throughout Campus
• Resident Assistant Reunion, WORX. Hulman
Union. 11 a.m.
• Solar Phantom Reunion, PA Room, Hulman Union,
I I a.m.
• Student Project Displays. Front Of Sports &
Recreation Center. 11 a.m.
• Presentation Of Awards For Alfred Schmidt
Freshman Mathematics Competition. G-220. Crapo
Hall. 1.1 a.m.
•Class Agent Reception. New Phil Brown 'Field.
Noon
• Homecoming Moms Sale. Front Of Sports &
Recreation Center. Nooni-2 p.m.
• Parents' Association ConcesSions. Cook Stadium.
Noon-4 p.m.
• Homecoming Reception/Dinner. Vonderschmitt
Dining Room.5:30.p.m.
• Homecoming Dance. Vonderschmitt Dining Room.
7:31) p.m.
• Football. vs. Kahului/ix) College. Phil Brown Field. 2

p.m.(Broadcast On W.ISH-AM. 13(X), At 1:45 p.m.)
• Women's Cross Country. vs. Vincennes Univ.. Phil
Brown Field, 10:30 a.m.
• Baseball, vs. Kenyon College, Art Nehf Field, 11 a.m.
• Men's Cross Country, vs. Vincennes Univ., Phil Brown
Field, 11 a.m.
• Women's Tennis, vs. Ancilla College, Rea Park, I 1 a.m.
• Volleyball, at Southern Collegiate Athletic Conf.
Divisional Tournament, Sewanee, Tenn.:
• vs. Oglethorpe University. 2 p.m.
• vs. University of the South, 4:30 p.m.
• Reeder Obervatory Open For Stargazing, West Of
Speed Hall,9 p.m.

September 27 - October 3

Sunday,September 27
• Volleyball. at Southern Collegiate Athletic Conf.
Divisional Tournament, Scwanee, Tenn.:
• vs. DePauw University, 10 a.m.
• vs. Centre College, 12:30 p.m. .

Sunday, October 4
• Men's Soccer, Oglethorpe University, Jim Rendel Field,
Noon

Monday, October 5
• Career Services' Interviews: Krannert Graduate School
Of Management(Purdue)
• Company Information Sessions: Dow,Hulman Union,5
6 p.m.; EDS, Music Room,Hulman Union,6-8 p.m.
• Women's Soccer, at Vincennes University, Vincennes,
4 p.m.

Tuesday, October 6
• Institute Meeting, E-104, Mocnch Hall, 4:30 p.m.
• Explore Engineering's Edible Engineering Contest,
Vonderschmitt Dining Room,Hulman Union,7 p.m.
• Career Services' Interview Seminar, PA Room,4:30
p.m.; Co-op Class No. 3, Kahn Room,6 p.m.
• Career Services' Interviews: Dow,Guidant Corp.,
Central Soya Co., Neff Engineering Co. Inc., Milliken
•Company Information Session: MIT Lincoln Labs,PA
Room,Hulman Union,6-7 p.m.
• Volleyball, at St. Joseph's College. Rensselaer, Ind., 7

Tuesday,September 29
•SGA Meeting, GM Rooth, Mocnch Hall, 5:30 p.m.
• Faculty Affairs Committee Meeting
• Men's Soccer, vs. Wabash College, Jim Rendel Field,4
p.m.
• Career Services' Seminar. Don Asher, Kahn Rooms,
Hulman Union,6:30 p.m.
• Career Services' Co-Op Class #2. Kahn Rooms,
Hulman Union.6 p.m.
• Career Services' Interviews: Seagate Technology

Wednesday,September 30
• President's Administrative Council, Kahn Room,
Hulman Union,8 a.m.
• Graduate School Seminar, Mocnch Hall Auditorium, 10
a.m. to Noon and 1-4 p.m.
• Learning Center Faculty Workshop.-Teaching Students
With Learning Disabilities," L-130,9:55 a.m. and 1:35
p.m.
• NSBE General Meeting. 7 p.m.
• Volleyball. at Oakland City University, Oakland City,
Ind., 7 p.m.
• Women's Soccer. at Manchester College. North
Manchester. 4 p.m.
• Computer Science 1(X) Review Session,0157. 7-9 p.m.
•Company Information Sessions; Marathon
Ashland LLC,PA Room, Hulman Union,6-8
p.m.

Parties not included.
All-niters. Going Greek. Road trips. Pizza. Books—can't forget
the books. They're all big parts of a college education, but
somehow the costs aren't included in the tuition. Terre Haute
First National Bank would like to help. We'd like lo make you
a loan, and we'll make it as simple as possible. All you have to
do is stop in one of our 10 convenient locations for an application. It's that simple. No pop quizzes. We promise.

MEMBER FDIC

October 4 - October 10

Monday,September 28

The Average Cost of a
College Education is Sq2.150

238-6000

13.rn•)
• Men's Soccer, vs. Millsaps College, Jim Rendel Field,
10 a.m.
• Volleyball, at Fontbonne Triangular Match, St. Louis,
Mo., Noon
• Women's Tennis, at IU-Southeast & Midway College,
10 a.m.

• Learning Center Faculty Workshop,"Teaching Students
With Learning Disabilities," L- 130, 4:20 p.m.
• Company Information Session: Marathon Oil Co.
(Drilling & Production), Kahn Room, Hulman Union,
6-7:30 p.m.: Seagate Technology, Heritage Room,
Hulman Union, 6-8 p.m.
• Career Services' Techniques Workshop (Others/
Graduate Students), Kahn Room, Hulman Union, 4:30
p.m.

Thursday, October 1

TERRE HAUTE

September 27 - October 3(continued)
Texas, 7:30 p.m.(Broadcast On WJSH-AM, 1300, 7:15

NATIONAL BANK
AtivAr CI04e 70 floo-e

• Student Activities Board's Twister
Tournament, Behind Speed Hall,6 p.m.
• Night Exam,Computer Science 1(X)(CS 1(X)).
0-157/159/167, 7-9 p.m.
• Career Services' Interviews: Illinois Power.
National Steel (Granite City Division).
Marathon Ashland Petroleum (Robinson, III.).
Marathon Ashland LLC. Pharmacia & Upjohn
• Company Information Sessions: Interactive
Intelligence. 0-257. 6-7 p.m.

Friday, October 2
• Volleyball. at Principia College. Elsah. III_ 8
p.m.
• Career Services' Interview Seminar. PA
Room.6:30 p.m.
• Career Services' Interviews: Marathon
Ashland LLC. Naval Surface Warfare Center.
McGill Manufacturing. Makino

Saturday, October 3
• Football. at Trinity University. San Antonio.

Wednesday,October 7
• President's Administrative Council, Kahn Room,
Hulman Union,8 a.m.
• Panhellenic Rush Information Night
• Career Services' Interviews: Digital Audio Disc Corp.,
MIT LinColn Labs, Automotion Inc., UOP.Cornerstont
Solutions Inc.
•Company Information Session: Siemens Energy &
Automation,PA Room.Hulman Union,7-9 p.m.
• Men's Soccer, at Marian College,Indianapolis,7 p.m.

Thursday, October 8
• Career Services' Interviews: Hawtal Whiting,Siemens
Energy & Automation, Interactive Intelligence
• Women's Cross Country, at Oakland City Invitational.
Oakland City, Noon

Friday, October 9
• Women's Tennis, Midwest Small College Invitational,
Rca Park,9 a.m.
• Career Services Interviews: Controls Inc.. Crown Cork
& Seal. Duke Solutions. A.E. Staley. Sagian Inc.

Saturday, October 10
• Midterm Progress Reports Deadline, Registrar's Office,
11 a.m.
• Dad's Day:
• Football, Rhodes College, Phil Brown Field, 1:30
p.m.(Broadcast On WJSH-AM, 1300, 1:15 p.m.)
• Volleyball, at St. Mary's College Tri-Match, South
Bend, 1:30/3 p.m.
• Women's Soccer, at Principia College, Elsah, Ill., 11 a.rr

Submissions To
Campus Events

Events may be published in Campus
Events by any organization or individual.
Information on club meetings, lectures/
speeches, and athletic events, including
announcements of times and locations may
be submitted to Campus Calendar, in care
of Dale Long, associate director of
communications, at Box 14 or extension n
8418. More detailed articles containing •
plans, agendas, and specific information
should be submitted to the Rose Thorn.
All submissions must be made by
Wednesday, at noon, in order to be
published in Campus Events in the Rose
Thorn on Friday.

[114
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World and National News Briefs
by Vu Pham
Thorn News Reporter

town is situated in a pre-dominantly poor. African-American
community.

Friday,September 18

In spite of numerous talks of
impeachment, the approval rating
The House Judiciary Committee for President Clinton is still above
voted to release Clinton's video 60%.
testimony.
Russia's central bank contribPfiesteria piscicida is a toxic uted $1.65 billion in rubles to give
organism that is believed to kill the country's currency more value.
fishes along the East coast. It was
found that it could be fatal to
swimmers and fishermen.

Monday,September 21

Shintech Inc., a chemical company who makes plastic polyvinyl
chloride had stop plans to build a
plant in Convent, LA. Some people called the halt a case of -environmental racism" because the

Florence Griffith Joyner, also
known as "FloJo", died of heart
failure at age 38. She won three
Olympic gold medals in her career
and was known for her eccentric
appearance on the track.

Rose-Hulman license plates are
in jeopardy
by Craig Pohlman
Thorn News Reporter
If the sales and circulation of
Rose-Hulman Indiana license
plates does not increase, the plates
will be discontinued.
According to the Indiana Bureau
of Motor Vehicles(IBMV),organizations that are a part of the special
license plate program must have
2,000 plates in circulation by the
year 2000.
Currently, there are approximately 700 Rose-Hulman plates in
use. The fee for the specialty plates
is $25. An additional $11 is charged
for the plates by the IBMV.
Brian Dyer, Director of Alumni
Affairs, stated that a portion of the

the 260 embassies and consulates
around the world.

Due. to concern about lethal
allergies, many schools across.
U.S. banned serving peanut butter
NASA is seeking $660 million as part of a school lunch.
to help the Russian space station
project. In the next two months.
$40 billion will be used to conThursday,September 24
struct an orbital outpost for astronauts.
NATO allies are Ltathering military forces to. stop Yugoslavian
President Slol)odan Milosevic
Wednesday,September 23 from his offensive against Albanian rebels. The attacks are causPresident Clinton's grand jury
Sosa hits two more home runs to ing thousands of refugees to flee.
released
at
9:24
testimony was
to Kosovo, Yugoslavia.
tie with McGwire at 65. '
a.m. EST.
Dow Jones rose 257 points to
Hurricane Georges approaches
close at 8154 after hearing hints at
Lockheed Martin Corp. is buy- cutting interest rates from Federal the Florida Keys. So far, the hurriing out Comsat for $2.7 billion. Reserve
Alan cane has caused 50 deaths in the
Chairman
Comsat controlled the U.S. satel- Greenspan.
Caribbean and over $1 billion in
lite network.
damage.
A federal judge allowed the
Makah Indian tribe in Washington
state to hunt- up to five California
gray whales this fall. The tribe has
preserved its rights for whaling
through treaties. They promised
the National Marine Fisheries Services that they will use the whale
as _food and for ceremonial purposes.

The FBI offered $20,000 to find
Clinton seeks help to combat a malnutritioned boy, David Fink,
Kroc,
heiress
of
Joan
terrorism during a United Nations who was taken by his parents from McDonalds, donated .$80- million
address.
to the Salvation Army charity.
the hospital he was staying in.

license plate fee is returned to the
Tuesday,September 22
Democrats seek a deal to prePakistan and India are planning
college for scholarships. Accordvent impeachment of President to hold several key talks to settle
ing to Dyer, the plates increase visithe countries' differences.
Clinton Administration seeked Clinton.
bility for the college.
Bunny Nash, Assistant Alumni $1.8 billion to beef up security at
Director, coordinates the program.
Nash is currently pursuing innovative ways to promote the plates.
"We really need to start pushing the
plate program," states Nash. Nash
is working on the ability to order
plates over the Internet. If you
would like to purchase or renew a
Rose-Hulman Indiana license plate,
Cuyry's role as a class agent
Rose-Hulman Honor Alumrepresentatives with forms will be
nus Awards will be presented also includes 18 years of seravailable in the Hulman Memorial
during Homecoming to four vice. He is a member of the
Union lobby throughout the Home- recipients for their long-time Rose-Hulman Athletic Hall of
coming weekend. For more inforservice to the college's Alumni Fame. Curry is also a sales
mation,contact Bunny Nash at 877engineer for Sundquist, Inc.
Association.
8465.
Alumni Association Presi- located in Indianapolis.
Neal has served the alumni
dent Art Nelson will present.the
awards during the Homecom- association as a Class agent for
.you ever have trouble,
ing brunch Saturday at 9 a.m. in 21 years. He is an assistant staff lugging into a public lab
engineer for Delphi Energy & ‘machine, or you want to log
the Hulman Union.
Recipients of the award are Engine' Management Systems of in to a friend's machine, you
ate school for free. Many students Richard Conard ('70), Tom General Motors in Anderson,
an avoid having your con.
make around $15,000 - $20,000 per Curry (`67), Richard Neal ('77), IN.
text be wrong by typing the
year in addition to tuition.
Whiteley is a class agent and
and David Whiteley (`78).
following for your userThe night before the seminar,
Conard has been a class agent alumni club officer. For the past
speaker Donald Asher will be there to
name:
volunteered
as
a
years.
He
was
15
years
he
has
for
the
past
18
motivate, entertain, and inform stupersonAy.nn rh it
dents about graduate school. The also a member of the Commis- class agent and, for seven years,
where -personxy" is your
seminar will begin at 10 a.m. in the sion on the Future of Rose-Hul- he was president of the St.
usernarne and "nn- is your
Moench Hall Auditorium with some man during which he was also a Louis Rose-Hulman Alumni
opening words by President Hulbert. member of the Commission's Club. He is manager of electri- context (e.g. 00, grad). Note
The representatives will then have Arts, Humanities, and Social cal engineering and ,transmis- the initial dot before "peruntil 10:30 to promote their schools. Sciences Task Force. He is a sion
planning .at .Ameren sonxy'
Afterwards, there will be 90 minutes partner in the Barnes & Thorn- Services Corp. located in St.
Type your password and
of small group meetings which Will
to your heart's conconpute
tc,n ti.
Louis.
burg law firm in Indianapolis.
contain general information about the
admissions process.
The informational session is open
to all, but students who wish to speak
to certain representatives individually
should sign up to do so. Individual or
small group meetings with representatives will take place in the audito9 a.m.
Shotgun start for golf tournament, Hulman Links & Country Club of Terre Haute
rium between 1:00 and 3:30 p.m..

Four Rose graduates to
receive Honor Alumnus
Award Saturday

Woven
Global
Loon

Graduate Seminar to provide
information for students
by Mike Oder
Thorn News Reporter
On Wednesday, September 30, the
Graduate Opportunities Seminar will
be held to provide information to
those students interested in attending
graduate school.
Representatives from 19 colleges
and universities will be here to promote their schools,and to inform students about the graduate admissions
process. This process is much more
complicated than undergraduate
admissions. Students will beable to
learn a lot in a short period of time.
According to Bill Lindstaedt,
Director of Career Services, students
often have little understanding of the
financial aspects of graduate school.
Lindstaedt pointed out that engineering students can usually go to gradu-

Lessons That
Will Last
A Lifetime.
.OFFICER TRAINING SCHOOL
Put that college degree to use by enrolling into the Air Force Officer
Training School. Upon successful completion of the Officer Training
School, you will become a commissioned Air Force officer with
earned respect and benefits like — great starting pay, medical and
dental care, management and travel
AIM HIGH
opportunities. For more on how to qualify
and get your career soaring with the
Air Force Officer Training School, call
RCE
1-800-423-USAF, or visit our website at
www.airforce.com
www.airforce.com

Computer
Tip of the
Week

Homecoming Events Schedule

Friday, September 25

Baseball vs. Manchester College, Art Nehf Field
Women's Soccer Club vs. Indiana State University, Rendel Field
Pep Rally & Queen's Coronation, Cook Stadium
Bonfire & Fireworks, East of Moench Hall Parking Lot
Reeder Observatory Open for Stargazing. West of Speed Hall.

11 a.m.
4 p.m.
8:30 p.m.
9:15 p.m.
9:45 p.m.

Saturday,September 26
Awards Brunch, Vonderschmitt Dining Room,Hillman Union
Women's Cross Country vs. Vincennes University, Phil Brown Field
Baseball vs. Kenyon College, Art Nehf Field
Men's Cross Country vs. Vincennes University, Phil Brown Field
Departmental Open Houses,Throughout Campus
Football vs. Kalamazoo College, Phil Brown Field
Homecoming Reception/Dinner, Vonderschmitt Dining Room
Homecoming Dance, Vonderschmitt Dining Room
Reeder Observatory Open for Stargazing, West of Speed Hall

9 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
11 a.m.
II a.m.
11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
2 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
9 p.m.
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TASC/TED program provides hands-onjob experience
by Vu Pham
Thorn News Reporter
The' Technical Assistance &
Services Center (TASC) is a program at Rose-Hulman that can be
very beneficial to students looking for experience in their field of
interest, while benefiting the companies that it services.
TASC provides technical assistance to businesses. According to
the director of TASC, Dr. Brij
Khorana. TASC draws on Rose's
wide array of resources and personnel to help solve technical
problems.
Last year alone. TASC identflied ,over 64 project leads through
interests from area businesses as
well as businesses around state
and national level. Of those 64
leads, the faculty and staff performed technical evaluations, and

.20 projects were approved and
went on to completion.
Each project was assigned to a
staff or faculty member, or a
project manager who in turn has
around 3 to 4 student workers.
According to Dr. Khorana, all
projects are very student-oriented.
and great care is taken to choose
projects that help the students.
"We choose problems that have
educational benefits to our students. That's our number one criteria," commented Dr. Khorana.
"Students [who] work with us
during summer benefit a lot by not
only the technical involvement
they had, but also the interaction
they had with the engineers in the
industry." said Dr. Khorana.
Electrical engineering major
Matt Hildebrand agreed,-I learned
a lot this summer...you learn more
this way: a lot of hands on."

Night host program
currently suspended
Lack ofstudent interest
by Craig Pohlman
Thorn News Reporter
Due to a lack of interest from
students for positions. the night
host program was cancelled this
quarter by Tom Miller. Assistant Dean of Students. According to Miller. "Twelve to fifteen
work-study or work-opportunity
students are needed fin the program to work. Only two or three
students showed interest."
Many freshmen do not realize
that the night host program
exists.
Night hosts lock the outside
residence hall doors each night
around 2 a.m. and unlock the
doors at 6 a.m.. The night hosts
work shifts front I - 3 a.m. and
3 - 6 a. m.. There is one night
host for Deming:
and
Speed halls and another works
for Mees. Scharpenberg. and
Blumberg halls. The night hosts
are stationed in B.S.B. and
Scharpenberg residence halls.

In addition to watching the
halls for unusual activity, night
hosts let in students who forget
their keys. They also assist in
emergencies that might occur
while the resident assistants and
sophomore advisors are asleep.
Currently, if a resident forgets
his or her room key, which
unlocks the outside door to the
hall, he or she must contact
security or someone inside the
residence hall to gain entry.
Although the night host program is presently cancelled, it is
not entirely terminated. Miller
stated that if enough students
show interest in working as a
night host, then the program can
resume.
If you are interested in being
a night host, or you have any
questions, please contact Tom
Miller, Assistant Dean of Students at 877-8210. You may
also contact the Night Host
Coordinator. Jessica Deutsch. at
235-6220.

Hildebrand worked for Continental Rehab Hospital by creating
a physical therapy device. During
his summer work, he had a chance
to talk with engineers to understand what he needed to design.
Then he designed and tested the
product after it was constructed.
"I gained practical engineering
experience," commented Mark
Ware, junior mechanical engineering major.
Unlike Hildebrand's job that
involved circuitry, Ware was
working closer to his professional
field. During this summer he
worked on two different projects.
He built a prototype to fold paper,
such as a CD music cover page,
and a machine to remove burrs
front the edges of cookie sheets.
"It was good work experience. I
built some cool stuff. We took
classes and we worked, it was

Around 3 a.m.,
bales of hay were !build on the
roadway behind Crapo Hall. A
trash barrel- and ashtray stand
were found knocked over by the
east entrance of C'rapo Hall as
well.
8-31-98: A 2I -speed mountain bike was reported missing
from Triangle storage area.
Racial slurs were observed on
room signs in Olin Hall.
A car was broken into and the
trim around the stereo was data
but nothing was found missing.
9-1-98: A Papa John's deliver driver reported one pizza stolen' from his Vehicle wh i le
droppin2'off an order to the Sigma
No house.
9-2-98: Unknown person(s)
scribed "Rose-Hulman sucks" on
Cecil Lobo memorial steel sculp-.
ture using painter's chalk.
9-3-98: A staff member vehicle was keyed (scratched) while
parked in the Speed staff lot.

9-9-98:

A microwave was
reported
missing
from
the
Mocnch Hall staff lounge.
A student left a book bag on a
couch in the Hillman Memorial
Union lobby on the previous day.
The student returned and found
the book bag near the coat rack
area. Three blank cassette tapes
were reported missing.
9-11-98: After using the
indoor track in the SRC, a student
found his pants. but not his wallet.
in the unlocked locker he was
using.
9-13-98: A student reported
that his license plates were missing front his car parked in the
Skinner lot. He later found one
plate in the lot and the other
behind Bigfoot.
9-14-98: A "Tow Away
Zone" sign was stolen, along with
the metal pole in the Union fire
lane area.
9-15-98: The art curator's
outside office door was. found
open and nine paintings were

of the TED projects are from Indiana businesses, and the rest are
nationwide. The business interaction reaches as far as Jacksonville,
FL.
Dr. Khorana predicts that there
will be over 20 additional projects
available this year. His goal is to
have at least 25 students involved
in the projects throughout the year.
He has approximately 20 students
working on various projects right
now.
TASC is a job and students are
paid from $7.50 to $10 per hour.
Any students who would like more
information on TASC or would
like to fill out an application to the
program may stop by Dr.
Khorana's office in the Physics
Department and sign up. Technical
knowledge and
programming
skills- are in especially high
demand.

CTRI construction continues
Scheduledfor completion in November
by Beth Bateman
Thorn News Editor
The John T. Myers Center for
Technological Research with Industry
(CIRO, which has been under construction since last year. is nearing
completion. According to Wayne
Spary, Vice President of Facilities and
Operations, the building should be
ready for occupancy by November 1.
The URI is a lab-style building
which will house student projects.
The L-shaped building is two stories
tall with labs on both floors. The
CURl also contains office areas on the
second floor, as well as a high bay lab,
and an auditorium for presentations.
The labs are designed for a wide
variety of flexibility so that they can
be used for projects in many different
majors, but some labs will have special features. For example, Spary
explained that many of the labs on the
lower level have isolated pads to
accommodate projects which are sensitive to vibrations. The lower level
labs also have no windows: Spiry
commented that this feature can be
useful for light-sensitive projects,
such as those done by applied optics

Safety & Security Update
8-30-98:

flexible work hours," said Ware.
Dr. Khorana believes that TASC
helps give students a chance to
apply concepts they learn in the
classroom to the development of
new product.
"The job simulates the kind of
environment the students are
going to find in the workplace,"
said Dr. Khorana.
TASC had just began a new program called Technology and
Entrepreneurial Development Program (TED). The main purpose of
TED is to increase the economical
development of Indiana's businesses. This new program will
hopefully attract more projects for
Rose students as well as increasing
the number of co-ops and internships opportunities.
TED has $4 million in support
for the next five years from the
Lilly Endowment. Currently 75%

found fallen like dominoes from
the door entry out into the Hadley
Hall concrete patio area.
9-18-98: A student suffered
from heat exhaustion at the SRC
near closing time. The student
refused treatment front the paramedics who were called out.
9-20-98: A non Rose-Hulman student was fatally injured by
an explosive device on the eastern
area of campus. More explosives
were found in the residence of a
Rose-Hulman student. This student was placed into police custody in connection with the
incident and later released on bail.
9-22-98: A painting in
Wench Hall was reported missing near the PHAO office area.
The curator has not confirmed it
due to the possibility that the
painting may be on loan or placed
in storage.
9-23-98:.(Not confirmed) A
student reported his bike stolen.
but security had already found the
unlocked bicycle and had it in
their possession.

majors.
The labs on the upper
level rooms are all well-lit,
with
many
windows
throughout. Some of the
upper level labs also have
fume hoods which are useful for chemistry projects.
Although a great deal of
work on the el RI has been
completed, there is much
more still to be done.'
Workers are currently
painting the interior and
laying tiles in the bathrooms. Some drywall work
is being completed, the
floors are being laid, and
glass for the building's
windows will be installed
soon. A bridge will also be
built between the second
level of the Cl RI and the
lower level of Moench Hall
near the mailroom.
Although there is still
more to be done, the work
The CTRI building is still under conis expected to be finished in
struction, but is expected to be comapptoximately six weeks.
pleted by early November.
"It's all finish work now,"
Photo by John String,
commented Spary.

Physics and Optics
Club starts year
with picnic
by Ian Myers
Thorn News Reporter
The Physics and Optics Club held
a picnic on Sunday, September 20.
The club, a combination of the
tbrmer Physics Club and SPIE, is
still developing and working on
obtaining SGA club status.
The purpose of the picnic was to
provide an opportunity for members
of the club to get to know each other
and talk to some of their professors
outside of a classroom setting.
Members enjoyed riveting discussions, a rousing game of volleyball, and, last but not least, the food.
Brian Monacelli, junior applied
optics major, said that the Physics
and Optics Club would like to
change the image of physics and
applied optics at Rose. Chris Prince.
senior physics major, agreed when
Brian said that Rose should stress
the physics and applied optics program to prospective students.
.The club also plans to choose an
official name soon as well as plan a
club trip related to physics and
optics.

Don't miss it
this year!

og,

Pumpkin patch
Straw maze
Open Oct. 2 Oct. 31.
Fri. 5 - 10 p.m.
Sat. 12- 10 p.m.
Sun. 12-8 p.m.

1/2 mile west of
Greenup, IL on
Rt. 121, then
follow the signs!
Bring this ad to
the farm for a
FREE maze pass!
-
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Bomb's explosion
raises question:
Will it happen again?
By Michelle Perez
Thorn Opinions Editor

Lii

19
II
kr1

When asked why he felt the need
to climb Mount Everest, Sir Edrnund Hillary simply stated "BeOuse it was there." Many people
live their entire lives motivated by
some intrinsic need to accomplish
that which ordinary man does not.
This curiosity, however, often
lakes more than it gives. Such was
the case on Sunday afternoon when
mechanical engineer and a chemiical engineer shattered both their
/lives with the detonation of a
homemade bomb.
"One is wasted and the other's a
waste." Offspring concisely paraphrased what happens when smart
kids make bad decisions. Matt
Roesle may not have been the vieam of the explosion, but he too will
lay with his life for his curiosity.
ks a promising Rose -student,
Roesle looked forward to a combrtable life and a career in engi'eering.
These aspirations
ianished forever as he now looks
forward to formal charges and pos-

W.14 (SO. 23 - Oa. 23)
The moon is aligned with Aldol,

which is aligned with Jupiter, which is
aligned with Aries, which is alignedwith
Polaris, which means you will spontaneously combust in ten seconds.

sibly incarceration.
Yet, the most frightening factor
has yet to be stated; the creators of
the two explosive devices could
$co4i.zo (Oa. 24 Nov. 21)
have been anyone of us. All RoseHu!man students are interested in
Beware the shaved goat with the
the technical aspect of engineering red antler. To ensure good luck, throw a
and are highly capable of building,
bottle of Rolling Rock at a duck on Speed
dangerous weaponry. Several residents of Skinner Hall believe that lake and then burn your textbooks in the
Roesle meant no harm to anyone, bonfire.
but was merely curious to see if he
could build the device. How many
54011
,
4444 (Nov. 22students here at Rose are secretly
harboring experimental projects in
Your planets are good, but your
small refrigerators on campus? I stars promise evil in the days to come. In
may never know since it's none of
my business, but it is someone's job fact, you may already be in trouble. In
fact, things are already going bad for you.
to find out.
Over the next few weeks, Rose In fact, LOOK OUT BEHIND YOU!!!
will be doing an extensive overhaul
of campus safety and emergency
policies. I suggest that the student
body help the faculty and adminisYou will do well in class this
tration as much as possible for the week. Unfortunately, you will forget how
well being of everyone involved.
What happened last weekend was a to dress yourself and will no longer care
terrible accident, but let's make about personal hygiene. If you are a
sure that it never has to happen Physics/Math double major, don't worry.
again.

AO

The Columbia House
Company is seeking fulltime and part-time
bilingual Customer
Service Representatives
who are able to converse
and/or translate Spanish.
Candidates must
successfully complete
written English/Spanish
composition and
translation tests and
interview using bilingual
skills.

-

232-8076

Lethal Weapon 4
Mel Gibson

EEl

m EADOW
ow 232-5536 ,a0

6 Days, 7 Nights
Foal

7:00 & 9:00 I PC-131
Horse Whisperer
RIx a Red on1

7:30

by Julie Nordmeyer
Thorn Columnist

Warehouse "Utility Workers'.
may be asked to fill orders for
Cassettes, CDs,or Video
products, but can be
reassigned across
departments as business
needs dictate. This is a fastpaced environment and may
require an employee to walk
up to fifteen miles a day.
Requirements include:
Excellent reading skills,
positive and energetic
attitude; handling varying
workloads. Candidates must
complete a pre-employment
test and interview.

The freshman class has brought
a fashion invasion to the Rose
community. Extreme clothing is
tho new trend and it is growing at
an alarming rate. The combination of large shoes and jeans with
tight shirts is apparently the 'IN"
thing.
The jeans are more titan just regular pants. They are a hag, a tent,
and pants rolled into one. There
are at least four large pockets in
these jeans. They start around the

The Columbia House
Company offers excellent
benefits and competitive
wages. Interested individuals
please apply. Applications
may be obtained from and
returned to the Security
Guard at the 1400 N.
Fruitiidge Avenue facility.

T444444 (44. 20 - MAy 20)
The end is near. The time is at
hand. Strip naked and run through the
streets crying, "The end is near! Give me
all your money!" People will act accordingly.

Ge•,.

No. 21)

414,4?

(HA., 21 - 44,4 21)

Are you aware that you are "da
bomb?" You rule! In fact, the time has
come for you to take your place as the
rightful emperor of the world. Crush
everyone with unprecedented vengeance.

em.a4 (J4.1..t 22 - Jut/ 22)
You are destined to be a personal
servant to the Geminis now. They are ruling the world after all. You are nothing
compared to them. That's why you're the
servant... Ha!

(.144, 20 - F.12)

tut (Juty, 23 - A.22)

Neither a borrower nor a lender be..
This means stop cheating off everyone
else. Also, stop letting them copy off you,
you're lowering their grade. Just lock
yourself in your room.

Lions have thick manes of hair.
You will not. You will lose your hair in
two weeks. Make the most of it until
then, pal, because you're bald as Hulbert
in a fortnight.

Pz4a4 (F4. VI - HAA. 20)

22)
014i. 23 Just give up. There's no hope. You
cannot succeed. Quit school, give away
all your possessions, and live as a Buddhist Monk in Iceland (there are a shortage of them there).

--N
7 Things are looking up! No more
forgetting the test! In fact, for the next
week, you will be the man/woman/thing.
Strut your stuff like a peacock, 'cause
everyone loves you.

P

Fashion Invasion for Rose Survivalists

WAREHOUSE
"UTILITY
WORKERS"

Positions.are temporary parttime and offer a competitive
salary. Hours may be
available on day or evening
shifts and applicants must be
available to work 20-30
hours per week.

You are very aggressive. Use this
to your advantage. Don't be afraid to
push people out of the way this week. In
fact, if they're on the stairs in front of you,
shove them out of the way! Losers...

0..4i,4•Zo044,(Dez. 22 - J.. 11)

7:00 & 9:15

BILINGUAL
CUSTOMER
SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE

A4,u4 (Hm. 21 - A.11)

-

7th & Ohio
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hips and the bottom pockets are
found around the knees or below,
hence the hag. Now. how do you
conic up with a tent from a pair of
jeans? There is enough material in
these jeans to construct a 2-person
tent with a few sticks that you find
laying around. If you really look
at the design of the jeans, you can
notice the large crotch area. The
person who wears these jeans
looks like they are wearing a shirt
since the shorts are so large.
These jeans can be made even
more versatile by the addition of
various accessories. For instance,

of plastic balls ait instantly turn your pants into a flotation
device, assuming proper light gases had been meticulously pumped
into each ball. If it doesn't float,
there is no way anyone can be
standing straight with that much
weight on one side unless they
failed to drink their V-S. Other
supporting accessories such as
shoes can help improve buoyancy.
After all four-inch wooden soles
are bound to float.
If you are one who is fashion
conscious about your shoes, you
don't have to be too worried if you
3 chain

rose in the darkness is .no rose at all:
you can't see the petals or leaves reaching‘taCC
The beauty and treasure is swaCCowed by .Night.
_An absence ofperfection in an absence of light.
Throw open-the shades! Let spillthe sun.
Exhibit the rose to everyone.
_Marveland wonder, see how it glows.
Therein is heaven, therein Godshows.
-Adam 3-fartman

wear one of the 11CW freshman
You wouldn't see your
pants.
shoes until you've worn the bottom off of y0111"
So if you want to be prepared
next time you go camping, whether it be in front of the Chemical
Engineering department to hand in
3 lab report due at S AM or way.
out in the great outdoors along
Speed Lake, make sure to wear
your baggy pants and carry proper
life saving accessories. You'll
have your packing bag. tent, and
lifc preserver all in your pants.

Reviews •
Chan, Tucker team up for buddy film Rush Hour
The Rose Thorn •
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Travis
Holler
Thorn
Opinions Edikir
Opening Notes: The day before
Hong Kong is to be turned over
• from Britain to China, a large collection of stolen pieces of Chinese
artwork is about to be smuggled
out of Hong Kong. However, at
the last moment, ace detective Inspector Lee pops through a portal
in the ship, breaks up the operation, and .recovers the goods.
From this riveting opening scene,
Rush Hour manages to carry the
spark of it's opening all the way
through.
The Cast: Chris Tucker (Fri(/ay, Money Talks) stars as LAPD
Detective •James Carter. a. loose
exaggerates his
cannon who of
Own importance and skills. Legendary action/comedy star Jackie
Chan (Rumble in the Bronx.
lice Story) is Detective Inspector
Lee, the best officer in the HKPD
(Hong .Kong Police Department).
These parts were .obviously write
ten with Tucker and Chan in mind,
as they tit the roles perfectly. .

September 25, 1998

laden "buddy film"
Fearing that he cannot trust the peecable, and few
Lesser-known actors play most
and makes it an enother parts in the film. - The Full Americans as much as one of his comedians have his
film.
tertaining
Monty's Tom Wilkinson plays own men, Han calls Inspector Lee charisma. Most ofAbout the . only
Thomas Griffin. a British Investor in to help with the investigation. ten cast as the lawcomplaint I had was
.a
it's
in Hong Kong. Elizabeth Pena Not Wanting any interference in breaker,
that Soo Yung's
plays LAPD bomb squad officer their efforts from a foreigner. the refreshing change to
character didn't get.
mischievous
the
see
an
assign
to
LAPD
the
calls
FBI
would-be
Carter's
Tania Johnson,
more screen time.
partner, as well as the object of a officer to "baby-sit" Lee. The Tucker on the right
The Ugly: Sean sit
lot of his jokes. Tzi Ma plays captain selects Carter. mostly to side of the law for a
brother
Penn's
Lee's fmmer boss, Chinese Con- get the brash officer out of, his change. Chan is also
Chris (Footloose).,r
sul Han, while adorable II year- hair. The rest of the film follows very good in the
has a bit part in the.1
old newcomer Julia Hsu portrays the standard course of action, as film. Although his
film. However, he
his, Han's daughter, who gets ab- Lee and Carter try and solve the stunts in this film
has "grown" a lot
ducted near the beginning of the case, despite the FBI trying lo aren't as spectacular
since his role as
prehis
of
some
in
as
back.
them
keep
film.
Bacon'
Kevin
The Good: Chris Tucker is hi- vious efforts, - his
The Plot: After Hong Kong is
sidekick. He's al-'
turned over to China. HK P1)chief larious. His comedic timing is im- dexterity and skill
most unrecogniz
will impress peoHan is .named
able; he's gained s
ple who haven't
Julia Hsu
Chinese Conmuch weight. It'
seen his style of
sul to Ameripretty pathefc.
action/comedy.
ca. After Han
Closing Notes: Overall, Rushr
Julia Hsu is truly a charming
gets there, the
performer. Beginning with her Hour is an entertaining ride. Jack-1
former • Hong
drive to school where she sings ie Chan,arguably the world's bigKong crime
Mariah Carey songs and her at- gest movie star, has finally gotten
lord who he
tempts to escape being kid- anopportunity to bring his bran
and Lee banknapped, Hsu steals nearly of action/comedy to mainstrea
rupted when
every scene she is in. She has a America over the past few years,
recovthey
On a scale of 1 to 4(with 4 be
charming 'cuteness and star
ered the stolen
classic and I being the atm-,
ing
could
that
her
about
quality
kidartwork
lead to future success in film. cious Chuck Norris and Jonathan
his
naps
The Bad: There really Brandis movie Sidekicks), I give
daughter. The
wasn't anything bad about this this movie a 3. Tucker's co
FBI is immemovie. ObViously, it doesn't smooth-talking style and Chan'
diately called
Chris Tucker (Left)and Jackie Chan team up to find
break any new ground in film- deft mix of martial arts and physiin and begins
Hour.
making, but it turns what•could cal comedy make this movie z
work on the the Consul's daughter in Rush
Cinema
Line
New
of
been a normal stereotype- winner.
courtesy
have
Photos
case.
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NFL Blitz Hits N64
By Robert Kober
Thorn Columnist
If you're thinking Blitz is just
another football game for the
N64, you're in for a surprise. Just
pop in the game and two minutes
and four touchdowns later you'll
be hooked. The emphasis is all on
fast paced, high intensity action,
not the realisin of a game like
Madden 98 or NFL Quarterback
Club. From the opening kick-off
the difference is very apparent.
Everything transpires at a frantic pace and with such brutality
that it's almost comical. Interceptions and fumbles arc not only
common, but an essential component of the game. Bone-shattering
sacks, crushing tackles, leaping
touchdowns, stiff-arms, and spins
carried out with fluid motion are
all integral parts of the game's
play.
Common plays include hitting
a receiver so hard that he flips into
the air and then fumbles the ball
right into the hands of the defensive cornerback, running kickoff

returns all the way back to the 5
yard-line, and consecutive sacks
to set up a fourth and 70. It all
happens in the nonstop action that
characterizes NFL Blitz.
Players can choose between an
arcade mode and playing out an
entire season, but the best part of
NFL Blitz is going up against another human opponent. The game
control is so intuitive that anybody can learn to throw the long
bomb for a jumping catch in the
end-zone or the fake punt for a
desperate fourth down conversion.
Even the video game neophyte
will pull off miraculous plays.
When it's late in the fourth quarter
and a tie-game with little time to
spare, garners will really begin to
appreciate the genius in Blitz, or
at least the computer assistance
which makes anything but a total
mismatch come down to the final
seconds.
The graphics are smooth flowing with well-designed player
models and excellent animation

including one celebration sequence from Monty Python and
the Search for the Holy Grail.
The sound effects enhance feel,
and the announcer's remarks of
"uncalled for violence" provide
levity without interfering with the
pace of the game.
NFL Blitz clearly shows that an
entertaining football game can be
made for Nintendo 64. Whether
or not you like football, you will
like Blitz. The game is so intuitive that anybody can play even if
you don't know how to play football and so intense that it will
draw in even the most apathetic
football fans.
The graphics are great, the
sound is good, and full licensing
for the 98-99 season is a definite
plus. On a scale of 1 to 4(with 4
being classic and 1 being old
school Nintendo's Back to the Future), I give NFL Blitz 3 1/2 stars.
It's an excellent arcade to N64 I
transfer, and is much better then
the first N64 football games,
Madden 98 and Quarterback
Club.
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In 1922 the campus moved to its basketball court
ity sisters from Indipresent 123-acre site to better ac- in the auditorium
ana
State
commodate the growing student of the Main AcaUniversity. One '89
Alex
population. The elephant sundial demic Building.
Modulus
picture
Song
just outside of the Logan Library The structure, Was
shows a car parked in'
was presented to the school by the renamed
the
the Moench hall comclasses of '21, '22, '23, and '24 to Shook fieldhouse
Thorn
mons area: Another
mark this change in location.
'in 1961 in honor
picture shows a bunch
Columnist
It was once common practice to of its designer,
of guys
watching
take class and group photos on the Wilbur
Shook.
television in their
There are some things that I just front steps of the Main Academic
dorm lounge, ignordon't know off the top of my head. Building. The '26 Modulus has an
Baur7Samesing the yellow VolkIf someone asked me to find the interesting picture of Herman Bogart was the
swagen Beetle which
orsecond
transform
of
a
Laplace
Moench as a freshman sitting in second dorm on
also happens to be in
der state-space transfer function, front of this building that would campus, completthe room.
I'd probably respond with a dumb- one day be named after him. ed in 1956. Its
Another student's
founded look on my face. I don't Moench graduated in 1929,joined existence alleviingenious idea was
always remember the First Law of the Rose faculty in .1930, and ated the need for
captured forever .on
Thermodynamics. But I know that would go on to serve the campus the
temporary
film, when towels
Chauncey Rose was born while for over a half century as profes- WWII army barwere placed under the
George Washington was presi- sor, Department Head, Senior racks 'previously
cracks of the doors
dent, and I know that retired pro- Vice President, Dean of Faculty, used as student
and an entire dorm
fessor Robert Steinhauser was in and acting President until his re- residences. Built
floor was flooded
the third row of his-freshman class tirement in 1986.
in 1963, Speed
with soapy water to
picture in the- 1951 Modulus.
form a makeshift
In the 1920's there existed an Hall was the third
You see,I have always been fas- "interurban" train service that ran dormitory
on
"slip-n-slide." • A difcinated by old yearbooks, and I along Wabash Avenue. Rose campus, followed
ferent group of '80's•
used to have work-study in Tem- physics professor Edwin Johon- by
students managed to
Blumberg,
pleton Hall, where there is a near non, president Frank C. Wagner, Scharpenberg,
flood their dorm .
complete collection of the Rose and two students going to a junior and MeeS in the
shower to knee level,
Modulus. I've probably flipped prom, were killed when trains late 1960's.
forming a hot tub. .
through every page of every year- struck their cars at the campus enOlin and Hadley
The '60's yearbook there. Since it's homecom- trance in the early years of the new books best dehalls were added on
ing, I figured I might as well write school location. Gates were even- tailed the long
to Moench in 1983.
a Thorn article about the 124 years tually installed at the crossing as a tradition Of fresh- The infamous "Car in the Commons;" a Datsun parked What was once the
of Rose history that I've soaked up result, and this "interurban" train man - sophomore in Moench Hall.
'Moench hall side
in the past couple years.
service was later abandoned alto- rivalry, containFile Photo parking lot was landThe original Rose-Polytechnic gether.
scaped and named the
ing countless piccampus of 1874 was located at the
"Root quadrangle" in 1987. The
Until the 1940's only the Main tures of freshmen doing pushups, train while exiting the campus. madetails
the
yearbook
and
Locust
streets
The
'86
corner of 13th
new Olin expansion was added on
Academic Building and Deming wearing beanies and garters, and
in downtown Terre Haute. In fact, hall existed on campus, both de- getting laked by ,upperclassmen. jor remodeling of Main Academic in 1997. That same year. Shook
the oldest currently living Rose signed by Herbert Foltz of the An interesting fact is. that if you Building, and is probably the best fieldhouse was demolished after it
alumnus, James Coltrin M.E. '14, class of 1886. Deming,construct- pick any Modulus from the early source of what. old Wench hall performed its last official function
was a student at the old campus ed in 1926 as the first dormitory, '60's, at least half of the students once looked like, with,exception of housing the competitors of Sun-and can be found listed as a soph- had a cafeteria and kitchen in its on any given page are sporting of the 1951 yearbook.. What is rayce 97 during their first overnow the "GM room" was once night stop of the race.
omore in the 1913 Modulus. basement and actually functioned "buzz" haircuts.
Yearbooks prior to WWI have as the 'campus food service for
So here we are in 1998. My
The Hulman Union was con- designated -B-119. The current
stiff, posed photos ofclean-shaven several decades. The '31 year- structed in 1967, replacing Tem- Advanced Circuits lab, B105 was class has the distinetion of being
students with perfectly parted hair, book has pictures of Deming's caf- pleton'Hall as the student center. once a student lounge complete both the -first co-educational class
wearing vests and suits. Students eteria and conference room, as Crapo hall was completed in 1970, with vinyl furniture and vending in the hiStory of the school, as well
are easily distinguished from pro- well as its lobby, complete with the same year that the 150,000- machines. That year, the mailbox- as the first to require laptop comfessors, who all have huge side- leather furniture, fancy bookcase, gallon water tower was added be- es were moved to E section while puters. When I started here as a
white pastel-col- freshman in 1995, I first Walked
burns and mustaches.
hind Moench. This was also the a giant blue and
and piano.
ored checkerboard• became the up the old inside staircase of the
Of all the photos that I've seen
waS
school's
name
year
the
same
covers
of
both
inside
front
The
from the old campus, one from the '34 and '48 yearbooks have in- changed from "Rose Polytechnic hub of the new student commons. Student Union only days before it
In a couple of pictures from the was demolished to make room for
1894 sticks out in my mind. In it, teresting aerial views of the cam- Institute to the Rose Hulman Instia guy is in the process of pole pus that show the changing tute of Technology," honoring the '80's, lucky Rose guys living in the elevator shaft. I took several
into bed final exams in Shook Fieldhousc,
vaulting over a ten-foot high bar landscape through the years.
Hulman family's generous mone- dorms are being tucked
and read bedtime stories by soror- and was taught by three long-time.
without the presence of a landing
Tug-o-wars across the campus tary gift to the school, in addition
mat. I would pay money to have lakes were once a popular home- to their land doprofessors right before
been there to see that first hand.
they retired. I even had
coming tradition, and photographs nation fifty years
a lab with the now reof these can be earlier. The Lotired Rose legend, Dr.
seen in both the gan library was •
Steinhauser.
'31 and '41 year- added in 1974.
I found out only a
The '80 yearbooks. The camcouple of weeks ago
details
pus population book
that in addition to the
soon dwindled as. Deming attic bevolumes in Templeton
converted
the nation en- ing
hall, there is also a coltered World War into a residence
lection of yearbooks in
II. As a result, floor. One interthe library stacks availfor a few weeks esting design idea
able for borrowing.
'
actually was to have loft
Rose
hope students will take
had fewer stu- space for beds on
advantage of these
dents than facul- top of the hallyearbooks; laugh at the
members. way.. This year
ty
clothes and big hair of
This sparse stu- also marked the
the 1970's, find out
dent population fiftieth anniversawhat their professors
is evident from ry of Herman
looked like several dethe small size of Moench's service.
'WI*"
cades ago, and maybe
the 1944 paper- to the school.
even learn the Rose
other
Among
back Modulus.
fight song. Flipping
Dr.
After the war, thoughts,
through the old yearRose purchased a Moench recalled
books, I think I develaircraft the fateful night
B-29
oped an appreciation
hangar from the of his senior year
for Rose's rich history
War and Assets when he almost
and traditions, and a
asked President
Administration
certain pride for my
to be modified Wagner for a ride
school.
and used as a home, but decidnew fieldhouse. ed not to bother
Factual Information
Construction was him. Later that
obtained from Rose:
41%
in night President
completed
The First Hundred
A student "slip-n-slides" through BSB's Base- 1949 and this Wagner
was
without a mat circa 1894.
Years by John L.
ment in 1989.
hew gymnasium struck and killed Old School athlete pole vaults
Photo courtesy of Rose: The First 100 Years Bloxsom.
Photo courtesy of 1989 Modulus replaced the old by the interurban
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Will President Clinton recieve "Get out of Jail Free" Card?
By Pete Papavasiliou
Thorn Alumnus
Insight tends to show up in the
Strangest of places.
Not long ago. I was playing Monopoly with a few of my friends,
Late in the game, after houses and
hotels had popped up all over the
board, I found my pawn perched
upon the Water Works space, and
the two dice I had just tossed upon
the board showed double-six.
twelve spaces - Boardwalk - hotel.
My game, after furiously working myself into a good position to
win, had conic to an end. The rent,.
520(X). was not enough to chillinate me front the game, but I knew
that after selling my houses and
mortgaging my territories, I would
not have enough strength to win
the game.
A number of emotions passed
through me,ranging front indignation and defiance to betrayal and
depression. It just wasn't fair. stupid dice. I should have won.
As I watched the remaining
players happily circling the board.
I was dumbfounded to find myself
thinking of the predicament of
President Clinton. Within moments. several parallels between
my game and his predicament
struck my fledgling Writer's mind.
and. by the end of the game. this
column was all but written.
We have heard many arguments
from both sides of the Presidential
battlefield. One side preaches morality and feigns indignation,
while the other pushes compas-

sion and questions fairness.
The Republicans and their
backers would have you believe that the man in the Oval
Office is a pervert, a cheat, a
liar, And a lawbreaker, and
they have a pretty good case.
The Democrats and other
Clinton supporters try to excuse him by citing his popularity, his prior success,
similar behavior by his predccessors. and the sheer unfairness of it all. They believe
they have an arguable case.
But the true nature of the issue becomes all too apparent
over a game of Monopoly.
When I rolled the doublesix, a number of illicit options
were available to me. I could
have moved my token thirteen
spaces to Go, hoping that nobody
would notice. I could have placed
my token on Boardwalk and
passed the dice to the next player,
praying that the owner of Boardwalk !tad failed to notice my debt.
Yes. I could have cheated. Maybe,just maybe, I could have gotten
away with it. But if I got caught, I
should expect my friends to refuse
to let me play the game again.
And even if! had gotten caught,
I could. have screamed and
moaned about how unfair it was
that I should roll double-six, statistically the most unlikely result. I
might have wailed about how everybody else cheats at Monopoly
and how unfair it was that I should
be forced to leave that game. I
could even cite my past track

COMMUNIT
CHEST

record, pointing out how well I
had played in the past and how
much more entertaining the game
would be if were I permitted to
keep playing without paying.
Of course, all of these entreaties
would have fallen upon deaf cars.
Nobody would grant me these
concessions, no matter how much
I wailed, because the game of Monopoly has rules that no player
may change. It doesn't matter how
popular I am, how good a player I
.am,or how much I whine.
Broke means broke: rules are
rules.
Certainly, I might be able to
convince my friends to change the
rules. They might grant me that
six plus six on the dice really doesequal thirteen, or that I need not

pay when I land on Boardwalk. They might even decide to grant me a pass
because I whine so effectively, or because, gosh darn it,
they like me so much. But if
they did, we would no longer
be playing Monopoly. We
would be playing some other
game with some other set of
rules. At that point, we might
as well quit playing, because
a game without rules is no
game at all.
Bill Clinton decided to play
the game called "President of
the United States," and that
game has certain rules. The
President must maintain the
trust of the people, or he may
no longer lead. The President
must not break the laws of the
land,or he loses the capacity to enforce those very same laws. The
President must be dignified, respected, and honorable, or he may
no longer fulfill the office of President.
Above all, the President must
stay out of the Jail space, even if
he is just visiting.
Clinton played the "President of
the United States" game. He has
landed on Whitewater Avenue,
and did not pay the bill. He landed
on the Travelgate utility, and did
not pay the rent. He drew the
"Misuse of FBI Files" card, and
did not pay the price. Then he
landed on Monica Lewinsky Avenue, he tried to cheat his way out
of it, he lied about the cheating,
and got caught on all three counts.

Bill Clinton has also chosen to
play other games and cheated. He
has played the "member of the Bar
Association" game and broke its
rules. He has played the "be married and have a family" game, and
cheated. He's played the game
called "trust" with his friends, and
he cheated them.
Smart players don't play with
cheaters. They throw them out of
the game.
There are many people willing
to excuse Clinton. Based on popularity, past performance, or sheer
sympathy; they want to change the
rules of "President of the United
States" to accomodate him. But if
he is excused, if the game is altered, then the game no longer exists. The "President of the United
States" will have been perverted
by the concessions that people
granted its occupant, as surely as
Monopoly would be distorted by
the concessions my friends may
have granted me.
Clinton has rolled his doublesix, and has gone bankrupt. He
tried to lie and cheat his way out of
it and got caught. It really doesn't
matter whether the circumstances
behind his situation were fair. It
doesn't matter if every other President has done what he has done. It
doesn't matter how good a President he has been up until now,and
it doesn't matter how popular he is.
And it certainly doesn't matter
how sorry he is.
Just try apologizing to your
friends the next time you cheat
landing on their Boardwalk.
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Homecoming week plagued by apathy
By Michelle Perez
Thorn Opinions Editor
It's not quite October,here in the
flatlands of Indiana, nor have the
leaves begun to change color in
anticipation of Autumn. Yet, I
can't help feeling an eerie presence
in the hallowed halls of Hadley. I
could be wrong, perhaps it's only
my imagination, or maybe it's a
CS vigilante from the basement of
BSB,or maybe I am right. I think
Rose-Hulman is haunted by the
discontented spirit of Chauncey
Rose.
After all, why wouldn't he be
upset? Students leave their garbage all over the commons and cut
through the lawn. The freshmen
complain about lack of sleep and
home cooking instead of reveling,
in their newfound freedom. Popular girls only date popular guys
and popular guys often date each
other. If the Spirit of Chauncey
Rose is here, he's the only school
spirit that has visited this campus
in a while.
There is no school spirit here at
Rose, and the apathy is more apparent everyday. Most students at
Rose sub-categorize himself/herself until they feel completely
alienated from everyone else. Just
listen to the conversations of people around you. "I'm a Double E...

She's a Rose Girl... They're mem- needed number.
porters. So why do these potential Official Michelle Perez motivabers of the Band... ." Each major
Rose-Hulman is full of former leaders stand. by and allow the tional speech to get everyone
believes itself superior to all oth- High School Student Government hallways to remain barren? No pumped for
Homecoming:
ers, and God help the Civils be- presidents, Spirit committee lead- one has specifially asked for their
The Rose-Hulman community
cause no one else will.
ers, and even a few renegade re- much needed help. So here's the is small and specialized. We alWe are so
ready share a bond of
brainwashed
_excellence and strong
into focusing,
desires to achieve. The
on our differstudent body was also
ences, that we
selected 'due to their
fail to cherish
creative abilities and
our similaritalents with technical
ties.
Rosedesign. Use these talHulman has a
ents! Get involved!
campus small
'
Stop being so lazy!
enough that
This campus and it's
we could easoverall attitude are
ily
wear
constantly judged by
school colors
large corporations and
and decorate
educational
instituthe
entire
tions.
Rose-Hulman
campus for
gives us an awful lot
Homecom(for a nominal fee), and
ing.
The
it's about time we start
Link group
giving back.
has offered to
Enjoy your college
decorate the
years. I hope that when
light poles for
the time for graduation
this
weekcomes, that we're all
end's festiviable to look back and
ties, but, as
proudly remember that
usual, the
we were part of a
quantity
of
movement that made
volunteers
Is this the best we can do? This year's homecoming crowd will be welcomed by a large banner, Rose-Hulman a better
willing
to but not much school spirit from the student body.
place to be. Until next
lend a hand is
time, there's a thorn in
Photo
by
John
Straigis
far below the
my eye.

A Man's take on Feminism:

Break Stereotypes, Join the Masses
By Brad Hochesgang
Thorn Columnist

To'

Before I begin, let me say that I
have the utmost respect for people
willing to stand-up for their ideals. The column entitled "Break
Stereotypes, Become a Feminist"
definitely contained one of these
causes I respect. However, I feel
that there are a few misconceptions that must be cleared.
First, let me point out the inconsistency of the title. One who desires to -break stereotypes" by
Joining a highly stereotyped group
or by effectively branding themselves "feminists," are not only
failing to break the stereotypical
views of other people, but they are
in fact projecting the popular
views of the masses onto themselves. A "feminist" is typically
branded with a rather harsh social
stigma that seems to negate the
very positive effects of being fem-

inist and promotes the bounds
they are attempting to break.
More simply, feminists are seen
and treated as different people.
Also, the article mentions the
goals of the "typical run of the
mill feminist." It speaks of,
"equality among all genders, races, and religions." Before I am
branded as anti-feminist, let me
pause to explain that I am only
trying to clear-up mere definitions, and allow me to repeat my
expression of respect for all these
groups. Feminism, however it is
presented, is the promotion of
women in society. Equality may
be a goal, but, in the end, it is strict
advancement. It is very difficult
for me to believe that feminist
leaders would quell their promotional efforts if the industry average for percentage of women in
the workplace rose above 50%.
The same applies in all fields, including sports, centers for higher
learning, politics, and so on.
Thus, the.morals expressed in the
prior article were in essence egalitarian views. But, as so stated in
the prior article,"like any political
group [there are] extremes," fem-

inists being left wing, egalitarians
being conservative, and I don't
think there are any words to describe what is left but male chauvinists.
I believe a comment on the
"chivalrous acts" is also necessary. I understand that there are
some big brothers that are entirely
overprotective of their little sisters, and boyfriends of their girlfriends, and that is unacceptable.
What must be understood is that
the 90's are not safe for anyone,
women included. Take a 'frat'
party, for instance. We'll pretend
that the party is at IU of Bloomington, since this may not apply to
Rose-Hulman very well. It is
common knowledge that alcohol
flows freely at these parties, and
skirmishes are common. Most
people would agree that a single
female would be significantly less
safe than a male counterpart in the
same type of environment. A
good alternative to putting your
cause above your personal,security and betting your safety on The
rolling of the statistical dice
would be to bring a close, preferably large, guy friend. • I'm sure

that a large female friend would
probably do in some obscure circumstances, but usually the
heavyweight-wrestler friend you
know will do nicely. I guess the
heavyweight wrestler could be female, but that's an entirely different article. I'm not trying to say
that women are, "helpless little
creatures," but at the same time,
I'd hate to "insult [their] intelligence" by allowing an obvious
minority of women to pretend that
these dangers don't exist and by
suggesting that they are being
foolish in refusing any assistance.
I understand that all you women
out there are smarter than that.
Hopefully, I haven't offended
the writer, or any of the readers,
particularly, but not limited to, the
females reading this. I'm only
pointing out the fact that one
needs to know exactly what his
(or her, for the sake of subject
matter) views are and what they
stand for. One should not dive
into a political group because half
of his (sorry, but his or her, albeit
politically correct, sounds tacky)
beliefs are represented. Entire religions have been created over a

single discrepancy in beliefs.
Why should politics be any different?
You are all probably wondering
exactly what is my stance. Well,
it is this: I believe that men and
women should be treated on a basis of their exhibited qualities, and
prior to the exhibition of these
qualities, nothing should be assumed. I also believe being a feminist means nothing without an
ideology to Wow. Was the writer a difference feminist, a dominance feminist, or a liberal
feminist, fin instance? One thing
all feminists have in common is
the desire for the same dignity and
Many
opportunities as men.
champion rights for women, but
some still cling to the concept of
femininity (and yes, they are still
feminists). When the author says,
"I am a feminist," and, -you are
not because you want to be feminine." she is gravely mistaken.
Perhaps what we all need to solve
the problem of feminism and the
general populous's black-andwhite view of it, is an education,
both for the feminists and for the
general public.
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Engineers blown away in the Windy City
By Don Cole
Thorn Sports Editor
A freak 1(()-yard interception
return at the end of the third quarter sealed the Engineers' fine last
Saturday in Chicago, as they fell
to the -Maroons 20-0.
"The interception return for a
touchdown really changed the
game." commented head coach
Scott Duncan. ."It changed the
score .from 13-7 to. 20-0 and,that
play took a lot out of our football
team."
The interception in question
occurred late in the third as Rose
trailed 13-0. With a fourth and
goal on the eight-yard line, quarterback Eric Hyten attempted to
connect with tight end Stephen
Krause in the end zone. Unfortunately for the Engineers,. Maroon
cornerback Michael Turner caught
the ball instead, and the rest is history.
The win was the Maroon's
fourth straight over the Engineers. including a defeat at last
Year's homecoming.

man
leading mances once again for the team.
the way with Hulgman led the team with a
47 yards.
career-high eleven tackles. He
The second also had two sacks and forced a
half turned out fumble. Hagelskamp was responbetter for the sible for seven tackles and a fumEngineer
ble recovery.
offense as a
This Saturday is not likely to be
whole;
they any easier for the Engineers, as
gained a total they face the Hornets from
of 215 yards Kalamazoo College. They ride
of offense. "It into this weekend with a 2-1
takes our guys record and an impressive 35-0 win
awhile to get in over a conference rival.
the game and I
The Hornets bring much to the
don't
know table. including two MIAA (Michwhy,"
said igan Intercollegiate Athletic AssoDuncan.
ciation) players of the week in
The
team quarterback Auric Hall and corcame out more nerback Eric Soulier. Running
focused in the back Joe Chrzanowski leads the
half ,Hornet rushing attack with a 9.8
second
and might have yards per carry average.
This game marks the first ever
won were it
not for the match between the two teams,
who will meet for the next four
Engineer head coach Scott Duncan motivates the football team. The Engineers will momentumkilling inter- years as well. The last Michigan
try to go 3-3 in homecoming games for the past six years Saturday.
photo courtesy Kevin Lanke ception return, team to play Rose lost 17-14 in
Both
Jon 1987. Hopefully this will be a
The Engineers attempted to rush 76 against Anderson in 1996. The
Brian Hagelskamp good omen for this Saturday.
the ball 62 times against the efforts earned Rose 119 yards on Hulsman and
Maroons, their highest total since the day, with fullback Brian Gold- turned in good defensive perfor-

Cross country teams race to victory
By Don Cole
Thorn Sports Editor
The men's and women's cross
country teams both turned in outstanding performances at last Saturday's Prirr'Ci[iia Invitational in
Elsah. Illinois. The Men's- team
took first place out of ten teams
and the women's squad took third
out of ten.
Bunched running was the key
for the Engineers in their defeat
of defending champions, Greenville:College. Although.a Greerrville runner raced to the win.
freshman Nathan Peterson came
in a close second fimr minutes
behind at 30:05

Kyle Smith and Matthew Crain dropped off today which would
took the third and fourth spots, have made us even closer."
respectively, with times of 30:23
Not to be outdone by the men,
and 30:29.
the women's team turned in a
The men's team placed four strong third place finish at the
more in the top twenty, including event.
Dan Brier (9th). William PackAnother freshman, Rebecca
ham (13th), Brian Wickham Marrow, turned in the Engineers'
(15th). and Mike KOsloski (19th). top finish at sixth with a time of
"This was a positive for us as a 21:21. Rebecca Myers turned in
team." commented head coach a top 20 finish, coming in 19th
Bill Welch, "We were competi- with a time of 23:38. Karen Hill
tive and we were working on also turned a decent finish, cornbeing bunched and did a pretty 'ing in 23rd with a time of 24:19.
good job on,a very tough course."
Both teams will look to conWelch had more praise forhis tinue their winning trends this
team's efforts. This is the sec- weekend here at Rose as part of a
ond week we have worked on duel meet against Vincennes Unicompetitiveness and running in a versity, their only on-campus run
•
bunch. We had a couple who of the -Season:

Kelly McAtee battles for the ball against a double team of opponents. The Engineers play again on
September 29 against Wabash College.
photo by John Straigis

Volleyball, Soccer teams
look to even up records
year.
"The Anderson game was a great
battle, and the Spires made a great
Both the men's soccer team and play to put them in position to win
the women's volleyball teams will the game," said head coach Greg
look to even up their respective 3-4 Ruark of his team's play,
and 3-6 records in the next two getting a lot more competetive in
weeks. While the soccer team gets a 1998."
The volleyball team has had a
week respite, the volleyball team
opens up conference play against the much needed week rest, their last
SCAC this weekend at the SCAC--,-match a loss at home to Millikin last
ThursdaY,-3-0. The Engineers will
Divisional Tournament
This past week the soccer team need the extra rest and practice to
went 1-1, defeating Manchester eas- succeed at this weekend's SCAC
ily 3-0 and then dropping a tough. Divisional Tournament in Sewanee,
match against Anderson, 1-0 in two Tennessee, the volleyball squad's
first foray into conference action.
overtimes.'
Head coach Brenda- Davis
Nick Scheidler, Kyle Kindle, and
Neil Kaszubski scored all tare stressed that the team's freshman
goals in the final sixteen minutes of need to step up after getting their feet
the game for the Engineers; Kindle wet in college play. "We need to
got the assist on Scheidler's goal. believe that we can be competitive
shutout was in order to start winning some
Manchestr:T
George Messorosh's'second of the matches." she added.
By Don Cole
Thorn Sports Editor

Fiona Ilaulter slams the ball as teammate Tara Strahle looks on
in readiness. The volleyball team opens SCAC play Saturday.
photo courtesy Kevin Lanke
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Thorn Athlete ofthe Week

Extra Points

Nathan Peterson, Cross Country
By Don Cole
Thorn Sports Editor
Can you run at a fairly even,
quick pace for half an hour?
With
Over uneven terrain?
about a dozen or so people surrounding you, jostling you at
times, all vying for position?
If you ever thought that cross

country is just running, you're
wrong. It does take skill, and
yes, even strategy at times to
win.
This weekend, Nathan Peterson, a freshman, overcame weariness and about 60 or soother
runners to take a close second at
the Principia Invitational, helping the men's cross country team
to a first place finish overall.

Peterson finished second only
to a Greenville College runner,
whose team last year won the
Invitational.
The second-place finish is
obviously a career high, his other
finish a 22nd place finish at the
Anderson Invitational earlier this
year.
Peterson is from Dayton,
Nevada.

Support your local sports page!
The Rose Thorn desperately needs sports writers!
Come to our regular Sunday meetings at 6 p.m. in 0101 or
stop by our office in the Union!
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By Don Cole
Thorn Sports Editor
the women's soccer club rebounded nicely from their first game shutout
against Hanover...the team obliterated the visiting Vincennes University team
10-0...the club hosts the Indiana State team at Phil Rendel field at 4 p.m. today
football team players of the week were named...Ryan Boone, OL,offensive player of the week...Jon Hulsman, DL, defensive player of the week
and Exchange Club player of the week...Adam Knoll, P, special teams player
of the week...Andy Effinger, LB, Big Hit of the week...Tifft Gannon, TE,
and Greg Smelker, DL,scout team players of the week
the women's tennis team earned their first ever home victory this past
week, defeating Anderson 8-1 at Rea Park...Marcie Kam had a good match,
winning in both #1 singles and doubles...the team was also in action last Sunday, losing to Brescia 7-1...Kam, Christine Winters, Becky Smith, Sarah
Wruck, Becky Schenk, and Amy Hentz all registered singles wins...the
teams of Kam/Winters and Smith/VVruck registered a doubles win each.
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no cost. Register no later than Large, clean. Upper and lower
October 5.
United Ministries available. Call 466-4925.
ECONOMIC WORKSHOP FOR Center, 321 N 7th St., 232-0186.
CLERGY.
FACULTY,
&
o aLLI:t
FRIENDS Wednesday, October 7,
12:00 noon - 1:30 p.m. Topic:
The Rose Thorn offers classified
"The Implications of Casino Female roommate desired. 3- advertisements less than 30 words
Gambling." The panel of speakers bedroom duplex on South 7th St. free to Rose-Hulman students,
includes Dr. Dale Bremmer, RH1T, $178 per month plus utilities and faculty, and student organizations.
Dr. Tom Steigler, ISU, Rev. Verity deposit. 242-9190.
For submissions of more than 30
Jones, Central Christian Church,
words, each additional word is
and Dr. John Conant, 1SU Center
$0.10.
A
for Economic Education.
catered lunch will be provided at 4 bedroom, 2 bath furnished. All other classified advertisements

-*MASTS".

T HAYER
vv.

DAR

are $3.00 for the first 30 words and
$0.15 for each additional word.
Payments must be . made in
advance: corrections at our
expense first week only.
The Rose Thorn reserves the right
to refuse advertising which the
editors judge to be discriminatory
on the basis of- race, religion,
sexual orientation, or gender. Also
any advertisement which promote
violence, illegal activities or is in
bad taste will not be considered for

S CHOOL OF

TMOUTH

publication.
Submissions may be made at the
Thorn office. through campus mail
addressed to the Thorn, by email-ing
Ihorn@mse-hniman.edu. or by
calling the Thorn office at extension
8255. Deadline for submissions is 5
p.m. the Wednesday prior to
publication. Runs over one week
must be renewed weekly by
contacting the Thorn office. unless
prior run arrangements have been
made.

E NGINEERING
COLLEGE

Master ofEngineering ManagementProgram
• Combine engineering with business management
• No thesis, 1 year program for B.S. degree holders
• Work on design projects provided by high tech companies

The job market is strong for MEM graduates!
• Land jobs with leading national and international firms
• Receive starting salaries in the mid-sixties ($65,000/year)

Financial aid and fellowships available
For More Information Contact:
Master of Engineering Management Program
8000 Cummings Hall
Hanover, NH 03755-8000
tel: (603)646-3261
email: master-of-engineering-management@mac.dartmouth.edu
http://engineering.dartmouth.edu

We will be on campus at the Grad Fair
in Moench Hall on September 30!
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Top Ten Things Overheard
Every Year at Rose-Hulman
10. This is the greatest freshman class in the history of Rose-Hulman!
9. Acid into water...water into acid...who cares? I'm a CS!
8. "Hello World!"...who cares? I'm a Chem E!
7. Those people payed money to wear those plaid jackets?
6. WHAT is in that pond?
5. You got a "13" in College and Life Skills?
4. They let this guy teach?
3. Ummm...about this Swiss seat thing...will I still be able to have children?
2. Really? If my roommate dies...?
1. Damn, I wish there were women here.

To hold all that dough,
regular pants will have to go.

Get the new

Special Offer:
Buy the Big Butt Plaids
now, and get a FREE

Big Buck Wallet*.

RHIT Big Butt Plaids!

*Disclaimer: Money not included.

Had people go through the F.B.I. files,
but didn't take them?
'
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Did anyone catch the
Clinton tapes last

h

r

week)

,is=.1mmos
- Got naked with Lewinsky, but

Have you succeeded at anything
that you have attempted)

didn't have sex?
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7YO0 RESPOND
TOO QUICKLY TO
MY E-MAIL.

OBVIOUSLY YOU
AREN'T FOCUSING
ON PRIORITIES.
V

0

I 00 E-MAIL
WHILE MY
PROGRAM IS
COMPILING.

U
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YOu CAN'T WEASEL
OUT OF -11-1IS
YOUR TEOANICAL
uro.
MuMBO

rI

OU WIN.
'LL IGNORE
YOUR E-MAIL
FROM KtOW
ON.

I WONDER IF
MN( PROGRAMS
EVER COMPILE.

